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CAE Writing Formats – General Tips 

Preparation 

1. Set up a preparatory mindmap. Read the task carefully. It will tell you much of what 

you need to know about… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Keep in mind the general structure of every text: 

Introduction Body Conclusion 

Raise interest, state the 

topic and manage / direct 

reader expectations. You 

could… 

 raise a question 

 quote 

 state the opinion you 

are going to defend 

 use an umbrella 

sentence 

 state 5 Ws (what, 

when, where, why, who) 

Develop the main ideas of 

the text in a structured and 

logical way by… 

 

 paragraphs 

 topic sentences 

 logic (e.g. from weakest 

to strongest argument, 

parallel discussion of two 

factors…) 

 examples 

 linking words 

Sum up what you have 

written and round it off 

/ give a perspective. You 

could… 

 rephrase main point 

 state your personal 

opinion / emotion 

 tell a fun fact 

 give 

recommendations 

 give your final 

judgement… 
 

target 

 audience? 

target 

 medium? 

informal  

formal 

style / 

 register? 

points  

to cover? 

your 

ideas 

(body?) 

pros / cons 
features 

examples what I liked / 

 disliked 

topic:  

target 

format 
review, 

essay, 

proposal

 introduction? 
e.g. question, 

quote, 

well-known  

problem, 

counter-position… 

conclusion? 

e.g. recommendations, 

rating, final judgement, 

advice, one-sentence summary… 

…derived from 

 task description 

e.g. panel, 

newspaper article 

blog entry 

… 

neutral 

sub-headings 

flesh out each of the points to cover 

with arguments, examples etc.  
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CAE Writing Formats – Overview 

 

Report:  

A report is a factual, precise presentation of a current situation or recent 

experience, usually covering two or three explicit points given in the task. It leads to a 

factual conclusion (often a recommendation, suggestion for improvement).  The register 

is neutral.  

 

Tips: 

 state what you report on at the beginning: “The aim / purpose of this report is to 

outline / delineate / sketch…(main points), including / focussing on / describing…” 

 paraphrase the main points to cover in your own words 

 use sub-headings, derived from main points to cover (= your paraphrases) 

 

Proposal:  

A proposal suggests a future action (a project, a line of action to take), describes this 

(or the situation that lead to it) and gives reasons for the suggestions. It is well 

structured and uses sub-headings; the register is neutral.   

 

Tips: 

 State clearly what you propose at the beginning: “This proposal is for a.../In this 

proposal my aim is to…/ In this proposal I present…” 

 The task will outline all points to cover, use them for your paragraph structure 

 use sub-headings, derived from main points to cover 

 

Where´s the difference?? 

Proposals and reports use the same layout. A report describes a recent experience / 

current set-up and how to improve it, a proposal outlines a future project and its 

benefits. The register is the same.  

 

Example: You may be asked to report on a course you have taken at a local arts school. 

The recipient is the headmaster of the school. You are asked to outline strengths and 

weaknesses of the course and to make suggestions for improvement.  

Or: You may be asked to come up with a proposal to your town council on where to 

create which new music and meeting facilities for young people to hang out. Your 

proposal should also explain how this would improve the social climate in your town.   
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CAE Writing Formats – Overview 

 

Review: 

A review expresses your opinion about a film, book, concert etc. in an interesting, 

informative, maybe even entertaining way. It describes the subject reviewed, states 

what you liked / disliked about it and comes to a final judgement for the readers who 

are addressed directly. The language is semi-formal, but lively. The structure may 

match the points given in the task.  

Tips: 

Create mental images for the reader. Express the effect on you and your feelings. 

Juicy adjectives, a hint of irony and a flashy title can pep up your text. However, if this 

doesn´t come naturally, focus on a good structure / well-described content. 

 

 

Essay: 

The mandatory CAE essay is a strictly-organised line of argument focussing on two 

bullet points out of three. It has an introduction outlining the topic and a brief, 

summarizing conclusion.  The main skill is to support / illustrate your views with 

examples and reasons.  

Candidates should.. 

 choose two out of three bullet points and discuss their relevance for the topic 

 state which one is more important 

 give reasons to support their answer  

They may use the notes given (which illustrate the bullet points) but must 

paraphrase them in their own words! 

 

Tip: 

You could start with the opinion of other people (Some people suggest / believe / say 

that…// According to many…), then contrast your own opinion with it (…but in my 

opinion, …). 
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CAE Writing Formats – Overview 

Letters: 

Both formal and informal letters have the same structure:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

They differ in register, style and language:  

 formal, factual, polite (using standard phrases) vs  

 informal, emotional, personal (short forms, question tags, colloquial expressions)  

Tip 1: Memorize some helpful phrases for each letter format. (see below) 

 

 formal informal 
salutation Dear Sir or Madam, (name 

unknown) / 

Dear Mrs Jones, / 

Sir, (letter to the editor) 

Dear Richard, / Hi Richard,/ 

Richard,  

Don´t forget the comma after the salutation!  

Begin the following paragraph with a capital letter! 

opening 

paragraph: 

warm-up 

 

 

reason for 

writing 

I enjoyed interviewing with 

you…/Thank you for our helpful 

phone call yesterday. (polite 

warm-up) 

 

I am writing to you to… 

…inform you of / inquire about / 

complain about 

It was great / nice to hear from 

you. / I hope you are doing well. / 

Thank you very much for your 

letter. (friendly warm-up) 

 

I have to tell you something serious. 

/ I have wonderful news… 

body voice your criticism /give 

reasons why you are interested 

in and suitable for a job/ etc… 

 structured, logical, 

paragraphs, formal 

linking words  

 

Although you are informal, emotional 

and personal here, stay structured 

and logical, too! Use paragraphs and 

(not too formal) linking words.  

salutation Dear… 

opening paragraph warm-up (if necessary) and reason for writing 

body flesh out your main purpose 

closing paragraph positive look ahead 

sign-off Yours sincerely,…/ Cheers,… 
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closing 

paragraph 

Thank you for your time and 

attention. / Please contact me if 

you have any questions. / 

Enclosed you find…/ I look 

forward to hearing from you 

soon.  

 

Hope to hear from you soon. / Give 

my love to…/ 

sign-off Yours sincerely, / Sincerely, / 

Kind regards, / Best, /…  

Take care, / Cheers, / Yours, / 

Love,/xoxo (hugs and kisses), /… 

 

Tip 2: Mind the gerund in “I look forward to hearing from you soon.”  
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CAE Writing Formats – Preparatory Mindmap 

You can use this (or your own) preparatory mindmap for any of the CAE writing formats. 

Read the task carefully and identify all relevant information. The points to cover 

outline the structure of your text. 

target 

 audience 

target 

 format 

style / 

 register 

points  

to cover? 

your 

ideas 

(body?) 

topic:  

title? 

 introduction? 

conclusion? 

flesh out each of the 

points to cover with 

arguments, examples 

etc.  


